VOLVO TRUCK ACCESSORIES

VOLVO FH AND VOLVO FH16
Some people think trucks are just trucks. Then again, they don’t spend days and nights on the road. But we know different. Trucks are personal. And if you are happy with the equipment you do a better job.

Here they are. The details that transform a standard Volvo FH into your Volvo FH. The equipment that lets you shape the truck to suit your habits and your needs. The things that save time and provide you with a safer and more comfortable working environment. And the accessories that boost fuel efficiency and cut operational costs; such as air deflectors, aerodynamic wheel covers and I-Shift software packages to suit your specific truck application. It’s all about creating a workplace where you feel at ease and where you can get things done.

Of course it takes more than just Volvo accessories to make your truck completely unique. But they are a natural beginning.
Dressed for success.
Workable & liveable.
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Go accessorize.

Personalisation can involve a wide array of things – any extras that make a difference in terms of convenience, safety, economy and performance. Extra lights, extra upgrades to the audio system, extra safety features. Software, gadgets, fittings, trimmings – all of them Volvo Truck Accessories. All the things you need for a more efficient operation and a more comfortable living space.
AIR DEFLECTORS FOR SIDE WINDOWS
Perfect for preventing wind and rain into the cab. A stylish and practical addition to your truck that doesn’t obstruct the driver’s field of vision.

FEATURES & BENEFITS
• Integrated design
• Draught-free ventilation
• Easy to fit
• Supplied in kits, complete for one vehicle

DIRT DEFLECTORS ON CAB SIDES
Dirt deflectors efficiently keep the door handles from getting dirty. Delivered as a kit for the left and right side of the cab.

FEATURES & BENEFITS
• Deflects dirt from cab sides
• Easy to install
• Can be painted in cab colour
• Made from UV-proof ABS

SUN VISOR EXTERIOR
The sun visor significantly reduces sun glare in the cab. It also keeps the cab cooler. Impact and heat resistant.

FEATURES & BENEFITS
• Improves road safety thanks to reduced sun glare
• Keeps the cab cooler
• Gives the truck a personalized look
• Texted in wind tunnel for best aerodynamics

WATER TANK FOR THE EXTERIOR STORAGE
Sometimes a bottle of water isn't enough, so fill this special container with fresh water instead. The water tank is specially designed to fit the lower exterior storage on the new Volvo FH. Pull out, turn the tap and drink, wash or fill up bottles.

FEATURES & BENEFITS
• Holds approximately 6.5 litres
• Environmentally friendly – less PET bottles

LADDER ON THE BACK OF CAB
The extension ladder offers the driver a safe and practical working tool. The ladder is easy to reach – it’s fixed at the back of the cab, on the right-hand side.

FEATURES & BENEFITS
• A safe working environment
• Made of sturdy aluminium
• Always at hand
• Fitted with non-slip rugs

BUG NET FOR RADIATOR OR AIR CONDITIONER
The radiator screen protects the cooling radiator or air conditioner from insects. This improves the efficiency of the engine’s cooling system and extends the radiator’s service life.

FEATURES & BENEFITS
• Improved engine cooling – extends radiator service life
• Designed for simple installation
• Quick and easy to clean

DIRT DEFLECTORS ON CAB SIDES
Dirt deflectors efficiently keep the door handles from getting dirty. Delivered as a kit for the left and right side of the cab.

FEATURES & BENEFITS
• Deflects dirt from cab sides
• Easy to install
• Can be painted in cab colour
• Made from UV-proof ABS

SUN VISOR EXTERIOR
The sun visor significantly reduces sun glare in the cab. It also keeps the cab cooler. Impact and heat resistant.

FEATURES & BENEFITS
• Improves road safety thanks to reduced sun glare
• Keeps the cab cooler
• Gives the truck a personalized look
• Texted in wind tunnel for best aerodynamics

WATER TANK FOR THE EXTERIOR STORAGE
Sometimes a bottle of water isn't enough, so fill this special container with fresh water instead. The water tank is specially designed to fit the lower exterior storage on the new Volvo FH. Pull out, turn the tap and drink, wash or fill up bottles.

FEATURES & BENEFITS
• Holds approximately 6.5 litres
• Environmentally friendly – less PET bottles

LADDER ON THE BACK OF CAB
The extension ladder offers the driver a safe and practical working tool. The ladder is easy to reach – it’s fixed at the back of the cab, on the right-hand side.

FEATURES & BENEFITS
• A safe working environment
• Made of sturdy aluminium
• Always at hand
• Fitted with non-slip rugs

BUG NET FOR RADIATOR OR AIR CONDITIONER
The radiator screen protects the cooling radiator or air conditioner from insects. This improves the efficiency of the engine’s cooling system and extends the radiator’s service life.

FEATURES & BENEFITS
• Improved engine cooling – extends radiator service life
• Designed for simple installation
• Quick and easy to clean

DIRT DEFLECTORS ON CAB SIDES
Dirt deflectors efficiently keep the door handles from getting dirty. Delivered as a kit for the left and right side of the cab.

FEATURES & BENEFITS
• Deflects dirt from cab sides
• Easy to install
• Can be painted in cab colour
• Made from UV-proof ABS

SUN VISOR EXTERIOR
The sun visor significantly reduces sun glare in the cab. It also keeps the cab cooler. Impact and heat resistant.

FEATURES & BENEFITS
• Improves road safety thanks to reduced sun glare
• Keeps the cab cooler
• Gives the truck a personalized look
• Texted in wind tunnel for best aerodynamics

WATER TANK FOR THE EXTERIOR STORAGE
Sometimes a bottle of water isn't enough, so fill this special container with fresh water instead. The water tank is specially designed to fit the lower exterior storage on the new Volvo FH. Pull out, turn the tap and drink, wash or fill up bottles.

FEATURES & BENEFITS
• Holds approximately 6.5 litres
• Environmentally friendly – less PET bottles

LADDER ON THE BACK OF CAB
The extension ladder offers the driver a safe and practical working tool. The ladder is easy to reach – it’s fixed at the back of the cab, on the right-hand side.

FEATURES & BENEFITS
• A safe working environment
• Made of sturdy aluminium
• Always at hand
• Fitted with non-slip rugs

BUG NET FOR RADIATOR OR AIR CONDITIONER
The radiator screen protects the cooling radiator or air conditioner from insects. This improves the efficiency of the engine’s cooling system and extends the radiator’s service life.

FEATURES & BENEFITS
• Improved engine cooling – extends radiator service life
• Designed for simple installation
• Quick and easy to clean
FLASHING LED WARNING LIGHT
The strobe warning light provides an excellent all-round warning. Equipped with LED lamps and white lenses with a long service life. It is possible to program 8 different flashing sequences.

FEATURES & BENEFITS
• Mounted directly on the rear roof bar
• LED lamps with low energy consumption and very long service life
• Low design for the new FH cab

WARNING BEACON LIGHTS CAB FRONT
Warning lights for the front roof bar. Provide an excellent all-round warning thanks to rotating lights (beacon lights).

FEATURES & BENEFITS
• Impact resistant
• Fitted at the front of the roof
• Orange lenses

WORKING LAMP: ROOF/REAR OF CAB WALL
The Volvo working lamp covers a wide area of use. The pattern of light is sufficiently broad to cover the platform, or the entire area around the fifth-wheel coupling. The lens is bonded to the entirely weather proof housing. The built-in handle makes it easy to swivel the lamp for the best aim.

FEATURES & BENEFITS
• Broad, consistent lighting pattern
• Weather proof fittings
• Impact-, scratch- and corrosion-resistant
• Swivelling with built-in handle

LOWER FRONT GUARD
Lower front guard for increased protection and mounting of extra lamps. Brackets for two different lamp types are available: large Xenon/LED lamps and smaller lamps.

FEATURES & BENEFITS
• Increased safety
• Tailor-made for perfect fit
• Brackets for two kinds of lamps: large Xenon/LED or smaller spot lamps

LOWER LIGHT BAR
Lower light bar for extra lamps – up to 4x70 Watt. The most convenient way to mount auxiliary lights, increasing visibility in dark or in bad weather.

FEATURES & BENEFITS
• Increased safety
• Tailor-made for perfect fit
• Choose between two different lamp types
• Sleek design

UPPER LIGHT BAR/SNOW PLOUGH BAR
Upper lightbar for extra lamps. Great when your headlights are covered by a snow plough, for instance.

FEATURES & BENEFITS
• High quality
• Perfect fit
• Robust appearance

ROOF BARS: FRONT, REAR AND MIDDLE POSITION
The roof bars for front, middle or rear position provide a great deal of flexibility when it comes to fitting accessories like air horns, rotating beacons and spotlights. Made from extruded aluminium. The front roof bar can be combined with a roof spoiler.

FEATURES & BENEFITS
• Flexible and easy fitting of accessories
• Can carry up to 10 kg (front position) or 8 kg (middle and rear position)
**Lighting**

**LED TAIL LAMP WITH INTEGRATED FUNCTIONS**

The LED tail lamp has all functions integrated in the lamp housing: Tail light, exterior marker light, brake light, hazard warning, reverse light, rear fog light and reflector. All light functions have LED lamps, which means low energy consumption.

**FEATURES & BENEFITS**

- Increases road safety
- Active at speeds above 50 km/h
- Quick and simple installation

**FOG LAMPS:**

**FOG LAMPS: OVAL WHITE**

Oval fog lamps in a smart design with white, short and broad beam. Increases visibility in fog and bad weather. Intended primarily to be installed in the grille arch.

**FEATURES & BENEFITS**

- Additional lighting helps you both see and be seen
- Makes driving in fog safer and more comfortable

**FOG LAMPS: RECTANGULAR WHITE OR YELLOW**

Increases visibility in fog and bad weather. The Volvo rectangular fog lamps suit all vehicle types for grille or bumper mounting.

**FEATURES & BENEFITS**

- Additional lighting helps you both see and be seen
- Makes driving in fog safer and more comfortable

**SPOT LAMPS:**

**SPOT LAMPS: OVAL AND WHITE**

Oval and white spotlamp in a smart design for safer driving in dark. Intended primarily to be installed in the grille arch.

**FEATURES & BENEFITS**

- Additional lighting helps you both see and be seen
- Makes driving at night safer and more comfortable

**SPOT LAMPS: ROUND BLUE OR WHITE WITH PARKING LIGHT**

Volvo auxiliary lamps complement standard main-beam headlamps ideally. The long-range light reinforces the headlight main beams and the daytime running light makes the truck more visible. Night driving becomes even safer.

**FEATURES & BENEFITS**

- Additional lighting helps you both see and be seen
- Makes driving in dark safer and more comfortable

**MARKER AND POSITION LIGHTS**

Marker and position lights for the side of your chassis and/or trailer. Other vehicles can see the full length of your chassis and trailer in dark and bad weather. Enhances safety especially by overtaking or at intersections.

**FEATURES & BENEFITS**

- Beneficial to safety
- Fast fitting – all vehicles are ready wired for identification lamps
- Corrosion resistant and very strongly made

**EMERGENCY BRAKE LIGHT**

When emergency braking, the brake lights flash four times per second, alerting vehicles behind you.

**FEATURES & BENEFITS**

- Increases road safety
- Active at speeds above 50 km/h
- Quick and simple installation

**ROOF SIGN ILLUMINATION**

A kit to add the function of illumination in the roof sign on the Globetrotter cab. It is uniformly backlit with the help of LED lamps. This ensures excellent light distribution, low power consumption and long light source lifetime.

**FEATURES & BENEFITS**

- Illumination for a visible and effective advertisement
- Easy to use – on and off via a switch in the cab
- Completely integrated, eliminating all light leakage into the cab

**HEADLAMP PROTECTOR: MESH/OFF-ROAD**

A mesh that protects the headlamps from damage. Specially designed for Volvo trucks, ideal for off-road applications.

**FEATURES & BENEFITS**

- Reduces damage and repairs
- Designed for rough conditions
- Easy mounting on top of the headlamp protection grid

**HEADLAMP PROTECTOR: GRID**

Grid-formed headlamp protectors, specially designed for Volvo headlights. Approved (homologated) for on-road use in the EU.

**FEATURES & BENEFITS**

- Reduces damage and repairs
- Gives your truck a tough look

**SPOTLAMPS: RECTANGULAR WHITE OR YELLOW**

Increases visibility in dark and bad weather. The Volvo rectangular spot lamps suit all vehicle types and allow for a wide choice of locations.

**FEATURES & BENEFITS**

- Additional lighting helps you both see and be seen
- Makes driving at night safer and more comfortable
- Short and broad or long and narrow beam
**ALCOA ALUMINIUM WHEELS**
The aluminium rims offer good comfort due to precise concentricity while at the same time reducing tyre wear. The low weight (almost half of steel rims) saves valuable load capacity. Thanks to the better heat dissipation of aluminium, lifetime of brakes and tyres is increased. The aluminium rims also give the truck a stylish appearance.

**FEATURES & BENEFITS**
- Increased payload due to lower weight
- Enhanced image – stylish appearance
- Increased strength and durability
- 100% recyclable

**MUD FLAPS**
Practical anti-spray mud flaps with Volvo logo. Lightweight, chemical and cold resistant (-40°C). Easy to fit on an aluminium bracket, mounted on the mudguard. If hit, the mud flap will fall off the bracket without damaging the mud guard.

**FEATURES & BENEFITS**
- Tailor-made and aerodynamically engineered
- Durable
- Do not flap in the slipstream

**REAR MUDWINGS**
Keep the truck and nearby vehicles clean by covering the rear wheels. Conform to regulations in most countries.

**FEATURES & BENEFITS**
- For all different tyre dimensions
- Light and with long service life
- Adjustable in two positions
- Full guard with a detachable top

**WHEEL COVER: PLASTIC**
Designed to provide reduced air resistance. Together with the airflow systems they help to considerably improve the fuel efficiency. They also provide an attractive look and personal touch to your vehicle.

**FEATURES & BENEFITS**
- Made of durable, impact resistant plastic
- Easily and securely fitted to the wheels
- Give your truck an attractive look

**WHEEL NUT CAPS**
Wheel nut caps protect the wheel nuts and give a smarter appearance. The caps are embossed with the Volvo iron mark.

**FEATURES & BENEFITS**
- Give your truck an attractive look
- Easy to mount

**WHEEL COVER: STAINLESS STEEL**
Wheel covers in polished stainless steel protect rims and wheel bolts. Black centre cap with chrome effect Volvo iron mark.

**FEATURES & BENEFITS**
- Give your truck an attractive look
- Easily and securely fitted to the wheels in a short time
- Scratch and corrosion resistant

**WHEEL NUT COVER**
Covers in polished stainless steel for protection of rim and wheel nuts. Scratch and corrosion resistant.

**FEATURES & BENEFITS**
- Protect rims and wheel nuts
- Easy fitting
- Black centre plate with Volvo iron mark
- Fit all steel or aluminium rims with 10 mm wheel bolts
## Exterior

### Chassis Fitted Storage and Tool Box

Sturdy, light-sealing 250-litre storage and tool box for mounting onto the chassis (right or left side). Made of hard-wearing plastic.

**Features & Benefits**
- Made of hard-wearing, UV-resistant plastic for durability
- Tight with seals - keeps water and grime out
- Two-grip handle for safe opening

### Anti Syphon Fuel Device

Prevents diesel theft and secures that no fuel is spilled either at fuel filling or during driving (if the tank cap for any reason is missing). A conical shaped perforated baffle is used as an anti-theft device to prevent syphoning.

**Features & Benefits**
- Bright finish
- Perfect fit
- Enhances appearance

### Lockable Fuel and AdBlue Filler Caps

Lockable filler caps are an inexpensive protection against theft and sabotage. Separate or in handy kits for both fuel and AdBlue tank caps with one common key.

**Features & Benefits**
- Prevents theft and sabotage of fuel and AdBlue
- Reliable, even in damp and cold conditions
- Easy to grip
- One key for both fuel and AdBlue caps

### ADBLUE Tank Cover Plate

An attractive protection cover in metal for the AdBlue tank.

**Features & Benefits**
- Bright finish
- Perfect fit
- Enhances appearance

### Bunk Curtains

Curtains which divide the driving area from the bunks. They shut out light and provide privacy. Design: Progressive, Robust and FH16 fabric.

**Features & Benefits**
- Shuts out light and maintain privacy
- Ready-sewn – easy to hang up
- Colour-matched to the cab interior
- Conform to all Volvo safety standards, including fire-resistance

### Installation Kit for TV

Relax when not driving - install a TV-kit. This complete installation kit includes brackets, wiring, sockets for power outlet and cover panel. The antenna signal is linked to the truck’s audio system. Suitable for a 19” TV. TV-monitor is not included in the kit.

**Features & Benefits**
- Connection to the truck’s audio system gives superb sound quality
- Antenna needs to be supplemented if not fitted already

## Comfort

### Reclining Lower Bunk: Manual

Spacious lower bunk with a reclining backrest. Manually controlled with gas dampers.

**Features & Benefits**
- Stepless adjustment up to 55 degrees
- Makes resting more comfortable
- In flat position, the bed can be lifted 45 degrees to access under-bunk storage

### Reclining Lower Bunk: Electrical

Spacious lower bunk with a reclining backrest. Electrically controlled for easy and stepless adjustment.

**Features & Benefits**
- Stepless adjustment up to 55 degrees
- Makes resting more comfortable
- In flat position, the bed can be lifted 45 degrees to access under-bunk storage

## Interior

### Bunk Curtains in Progressive fabric

Bunk curtains in Progressive fabric

### Bunk Curtains in FH16 design

Bunk curtains in FH16 design

### Bunk Curtains in Robust fabric

Bunk curtains in Robust fabric
BACKREST LUMBAR SUPPORT CUSHION
Covering vast distances can be a strain on the back. The cushion provides comfortable lumbar support and reduces the risk of strain and injury.

FEATURES & BENEFITS
• Relieves lower back pain
• Keeps you more alert when driving
• Easy to clean and store
• Ergonomic design

HEAD RERAINT CUSHION
Particularly good for long journeys. The cushion provides comfortable support for the neck and shoulders, and reduces the risk of strain and injury.

FEATURES & BENEFITS
• Ergonomic design
• Keeps you more alert when driving
• Easy to clean and store

SEAT ARMRESTS: LEATHER
Exclusive leather armrests that boost comfort on longer journeys. Can be adjusted vertically, and can also be folded out of the way.

FEATURES & BENEFITS
• High quality leather
• Improves safety
• Ergonomically suitable driving position
• Quickly and easily fitted

SEAT ARMRESTS: BASIC
Boost comfort on longer journeys. Can be adjusted vertically, and can also be folded out of the way.

FEATURES & BENEFITS
• Ergonomically suitable driving position
• Improves safety
• Quickly and easily fitted

SEAT BELT EXTENDER
Extension of seat belt. The belt is connected to the existing anchorage.

FEATURES & BENEFITS
• Increases the belt length by 18 cm
• Maximum safety regardless of driver’s body size

OVERLAY MATTRESS: BASIC
Facilitates bed-making and increases the useful life of the mattress underneath. Can easily be removed and shaken, making the bed easier to keep clean.

FEATURES & BENEFITS
• Improves sleeping comfort
• 40 mm thick
• Easy to keep the bed clean
• Protects the spring mattress underneath

OVERLAY MATTRESS: PREMIUM
Facilitates bed-making and increases the useful life of the mattress underneath. Can easily be removed and shaken, making the bed easier to keep clean.

FEATURES & BENEFITS
• Improves sleeping comfort
• 45 mm thick, with a core of polyester
• Easy to keep the bed clean
• Protects the spring mattress underneath

STEERING WHEEL IN LEATHER FOR FH
The steering wheel in leather has a firm and pleasant grip. This version for FH has two-tone Dark Skylark and Raven colour.

FEATURES & BENEFITS
• Offers a firm and pleasant grip
• High quality leather
• Stylish appearance

GRAB HANDLE IN LEATHER
Install the grab handle and get a firm grip when stepping into your Volvo truck. Leather finish for a more pleasant grip.

FEATURES & BENEFITS
• Easier to step in and out
• Ergonomic

STEERING WHEEL IN LEATHER FOR FH16
The steering wheel in leather has a firm and pleasant grip. This version for FH16 has Raven colour with yellow/green stitchings.

FEATURES & BENEFITS
• Offers a firm and pleasant grip
• High quality leather
• Exclusive Volvo FH16 appearance

SEATING BELT EXTENDER
Extension of seat belt. The belt is connected to the existing anchorage.

FEATURES & BENEFITS
• Increases the belt length by 18 cm
• Maximum safety regardless of driver’s body size

OVERLAY MATTRESS: BASIC
Facilitates bed-making and increases the useful life of the mattress underneath. Can easily be removed and shaken, making the bed easier to keep clean.

FEATURES & BENEFITS
• Improves sleeping comfort
• 40 mm thick
• Easy to keep the bed clean
• Protects the spring mattress underneath

OVERLAY MATTRESS: PREMIUM
Facilitates bed-making and increases the useful life of the mattress underneath. Can easily be removed and shaken, making the bed easier to keep clean.

FEATURES & BENEFITS
• Improves sleeping comfort
• 45 mm thick, with a core of polyester
• Easy to keep the bed clean
• Protects the spring mattress underneath

GRAB HANDLE IN LEATHER
Install the grab handle and get a firm grip when stepping into your Volvo truck. Leather finish for a more pleasant grip.

FEATURES & BENEFITS
• Easier to step in and out
• Ergonomic
Interior

Comfort

TEXTILE MAT ON ENGINE TUNNEL
Protects the vehicle’s original upholstery. Specially designed for Volvo, providing a perfect fit and design. Complies with Volvo’s stringent requirements for resistance to fire and wear.

FEATURES & BENEFITS
• Machine washable in 40°C
• High quality material
• Fire and wear resistant

TEXTILE MAT ON FLOOR: PROGRESSIVE
The easiest way to upgrade the driver environment and the cab interior. Collects dirt, is easy to remove and shake or wash.

FEATURES & BENEFITS
• High quality and durable textile
• Reduces sound level
• Tailor-made for perfect fit
• Stitched to prevent fraying

TEXTILE MAT ON FLOOR: FH16 DESIGN
The easiest way to upgrade the driver environment and the cab interior. Collects dirt, is easy to remove and shake or wash. Unique Volvo FH16 design.

FEATURES & BENEFITS
• High quality and durable textile
• Reduces sound level
• Tailor-made for perfect fit
• Stitched to prevent fraying

ACCESSORY ATTACHMENT DEVICE
This useful holder attached on the lower storage bunk holds the waste paper basket.

FEATURES & BENEFITS
• Easy to assemble

WASTE PAPER BASKET
Steady and always in reach for waste. Secured towards swivelling seat. Mounted on an accessory bracket.

FEATURES & BENEFITS
• Easy to detach and empty
• Position evaluated with respect to best volume and reachability
• Keeps the cab in proper shape

BOTTLE HOLDER FOR THE LIVING AREA
Convenient bottle holder. Easy to reach, fitted to the bunk drawer. The new design allows you to open the drawer without removing the holder. Bracket included.

FEATURES & BENEFITS
• Easily accessible
• Space for a 1.5 litre plastic soft-drink bottle
• No loose bottles

RUBBER MAT ON FLOOR
The best way to keep the cab clean. The rubber floor mats contribute to a more pleasant cab interior.

FEATURES & BENEFITS
• Water, snow and sand etc. remain on the mat
• Tailor-made for perfect fit
• Saves the original flooring
• Easy to remove and shake or wash

TEXTILE MAT ON FLOOR: FH16 DESIGN
The easiest way to upgrade the driver environment and the cab interior. Collects dirt, is easy to remove and shake or wash. Unique Volvo FH16 design.

FEATURES & BENEFITS
• Reduces sound level
• Tailor-made for perfect fit
• Stitched to prevent fraying

TEXTILE MAT ON FLOOR
Reduces road dust, keeps the cab cleaner and cosier. Made of high-quality and durable textiles. The mat meets all Volvo’s requirements regarding cab trim, e.g. flame resistance, durability and colour fastness. Design: Robust/Dynamic, Progressive and FH16.

FEATURES & BENEFITS
• Reduces sound level
• Contributes to a cosy feeling
• Tailor-made for perfect fit
• Stitched to prevent fraying

SEAT COVERS IN TEXTILE OR VINYL
Reduces sound level, keeps the cab cleaner and cosier. Made of high-quality and durable textiles. The mat meets all Volvo’s requirements regarding cab trim, e.g. flame resistance, durability and colour fastness. Design: Robust/Dynamic, Progressive and FH16.

FEATURES & BENEFITS
• Machine washable in 40°C
• High quality material
• Fire and wear resistant

SEAT COVERS IN TEXTILE
Protects the vehicle’s original upholstery. Specially designed for Volvo, providing a perfect fit and design. Complex with Volvo’s stringent requirements for resistance to fire and wear.

FEATURES & BENEFITS
• Machine washable in 40°C
• High quality material
• Fire and wear resistant

SEAT COVERS IN VINYL
Protects the vehicle’s original upholstery. Specially designed for Volvo, providing a perfect fit and design. Complex with Volvo’s stringent requirements for resistance to fire and wear.

FEATURES & BENEFITS
• Machine washable in 40°C
• High quality material
• Fire and wear resistant

SEAT COVERS IN SOFT TEXTILE
Protects the vehicle’s original upholstery. Specially designed for Volvo, providing a perfect fit and design. Complex with Volvo’s stringent requirements for resistance to fire and wear.

FEATURES & BENEFITS
• Machine washable in 40°C
• High quality material
• Fire and wear resistant

SEAT COVERS IN VINYL
Protects the vehicle’s original upholstery. Specially designed for Volvo, providing a perfect fit and design. Complex with Volvo’s stringent requirements for resistance to fire and wear.

FEATURES & BENEFITS
• Machine washable in 40°C
• High quality material
• Fire and wear resistant

SEAT COVERS IN TEXTILE
Protects the vehicle’s original upholstery. Specially designed for Volvo, providing a perfect fit and design. Complex with Volvo’s stringent requirements for resistance to fire and wear.

FEATURES & BENEFITS
• Machine washable in 40°C
• High quality material
• Fire and wear resistant

WASTE PAPER BASKET
Steady and always in reach for waste. Secured towards swivelling seat. Mounted on an accessory bracket.

FEATURES & BENEFITS
• Easy to detach and empty
• Position evaluated with respect to best volume and reachability
• Keeps the cab in proper shape

BOTTLE HOLDER FOR THE LIVING AREA
Convenient bottle holder. Easy to reach, fitted to the bunk drawer. The new design allows you to open the drawer without removing the holder. Bracket included.

FEATURES & BENEFITS
• Easily accessible
• Space for a 1.5 litre plastic soft-drink bottle
• No loose bottles
FLEXIBLE READING LAMP
Extra light where you need it. With a directional, concentrated beam and fitted to the sidewalls of the cab.
FEATURES & BENEFITS
• Supplied complete with bulb and support clip
• Superb LED light
• Easy to adjust, using the flexible arm for comfortable reading

BOTTLE HOLDER FOR DRIVER
Convenient bottle holder that folds out from under the centre part of the dashboard. Easy and safe to reach.
FEATURES & BENEFITS
• Space for a 1.5-litre plastic soft-drinks bottle
• Easily accessible for the driver, even when driving
• Safe – your bottle is always at hand

TABLE ON BUNK RAIL
Convenient table, attached to the rail on the bunk front. You can access it both from the resting and the driving area. Transforms the cab into a practical workplace or dining area.
FEATURES & BENEFITS
• Excellent stability
• Easily adjustable for height and rotation
• Perfectly matches the interior trim

INTERIOR SUN BLIND FOR SIDE WINDOW
A perfect and easy way to protect both driver and passenger from strong, incoming sun from the side. The sun blinds are of roller-blind type and are manoeuvred by hand.
FEATURES & BENEFITS
• Contributes to improved road safety
• Easy to both mount and take down
• Washable

DRIYING COMPARTMENT FOR CLOTHES AND SHOES
A textile bag with a fan at the bottom. It’s a perfect solution to always keep a jacket, towels or smaller items dry. Just fix it to the upper bunk outer edge or to a clothes hanger at the wall. When it’s not in use, neatly fold it up and put it away.
FEATURES & BENEFITS
• No more wet clothes or other items in the cab
• Easy and quick to hang up and start using
• Energy effective

TOWEL HANGER ON THE UPPER BUNK
No more wet towels or clothes on the bunk. This convenient towel hanger consists of a rail, fitted to the upper bunk. An easy way to always keep your towels out of the way.
FEATURES & BENEFITS
• Allows for good air flow
• Keeps your cab tidy
• Easy to attach and remove from upper bunk with elastic straps

WRITING PAD FOR STEERING WHEEL
Simplifies your administrative work. Convenient to use – attach it to the steering wheel when the truck is standing still.
FEATURES & BENEFITS
• Always easy at hand
• No need to bring an extra mirror

PAPER DISPENSER
Comes in handy for dirty hands, mirrors or windscreens. Can be hung on a hook on the cab wall – easy to reach.
FEATURES & BENEFITS
• Easily attached to a hook on the wall
• First paper roll included
• Water and fire resistant fabric

COFFEE MAKER IN THE CAB
No need to visit a truck stop to get a cup of coffee. This stylish coffee maker, tailor-made for Volvo cabs, fits perfectly in the bunk drawer. Requires preparation kit.
FEATURES & BENEFITS
• Easy to reach from the driver’s seat
• The larger under bunk storage is still reachable
• Steady, safe and specially designed for Volvo

INTERIOR Sun Blinds for Side Window
A perfect and easy way to protect both driver and passenger from strong, incoming sun from the side. The sun blinds are of roller-blind type and are manoeuvred by hand.
FEATURES & BENEFITS
• Contributes to improved road safety
• Easy to both mount and take down
• Washable

DryinG Compartment for Clothes and shoes
A textile bag with a fan at the bottom. It’s a perfect solution to always keep a jacket, towels or smaller items dry. Just fix it to the upper bunk outer edge or to a clothes hanger at the wall. When it’s not in use, neatly fold it up and put it away.
FEATURES & BENEFITS
• No more wet clothes or other items in the cab
• Easy and quick to hang up and start using
• Energy effective

Towel hanger on the upper bunk
No more wet towels or clothes on the bunk. This convenient towel hanger consists of a rail, fitted to the upper bunk. An easy way to always keep your towels out of the way.
FEATURES & BENEFITS
• Allows for good air flow
• Keeps your cab tidy
• Easy to attach and remove from upper bunk with elastic straps

Writing Pad for Steering Wheel
Simplifies your administrative work. Convenient to use – attach it to the steering wheel when the truck is standing still.
FEATURES & BENEFITS
• Always easy at hand
• No need to bring an extra mirror

Paper Dispenser
Comes in handy for dirty hands, mirrors or windscreens. Can be hung on a hook on the cab wall – easy to reach.
FEATURES & BENEFITS
• Easily attached to a hook on the wall
• First paper roll included
• Water and fire resistant fabric

Coffee Maker in the Cab
No need to visit a truck stop to get a cup of coffee. This stylish coffee maker, tailor-made for Volvo cabs, fits perfectly in the bunk drawer. Requires preparation kit.
FEATURES & BENEFITS
• Easy to reach from the driver’s seat
• The larger under bunk storage is still reachable
• Steady, safe and specially designed for Volvo
CAB AIR PARKING HEATER: DIESEL DRIVEN
A convenient way to always have a warm cab when parked. The air heater has low power consumption but gives a quick warming up. Heating is regulated automatically via a thermostat for a perfect and even temperature.

FEATURES & BENEFITS
• Quick and reliable operation
• Low power consumption
• Easy to operate from the climate unit or sleeper control panel
• Compliant with 100% biodiesel – this requires a separate independent diesel tank

CAR AIR PARKING HEATER: DIESEL DRIVEN
A convenient way to always have a warm cab when parked. The air heater has low power consumption but gives a quick warming up. Heating is regulated automatically via a thermostat for a perfect and even temperature.

FEATURES & BENEFITS
• Quick and reliable operation
• Easy to operate from the climate unit or sleeper control panel
• Compliant with 100% biodiesel – this requires a separate independent diesel tank

REFRIGERATOR IN LOWER BUNK DRAWER
33-litre, compressor-powered fridge with excellent cooling properties. It features interior lighting, automatic temperature maintenance and battery monitoring.

FEATURES & BENEFITS
• Excellent refrigeration capacity even in hot climates
• Dividers keep things neat and tidy
• Easy access – mounted in the lower bunk drawer
• Useful freezer function

ENGINE AND CAB PARKING HEATER: DIESEL DRIVEN
This heater provides both a warm cab climate when parked and preheats the engine. It distributes even heat through the truck’s standard heating ducts. Side-up windows are quickly defrosted. A pre-heated engine lasts longer and has lower emissions. Not available right hand drive.

FEATURES & BENEFITS
• Quiet and reliable operation
• Easy to operate from the climate unit or sleeper control panel
• Compliant with 100% biodiesel – this requires a separate independent diesel tank

ENGINE BLOCK PRE-HEATER: 220 V
By pre-heating the engine block, wear is reduced and the engine starts easier when it’s cold. The engine pre-heater reduces emissions causing less harm to the environment. It uses 220 V (AC) from a regular wall socket. A cable for the wall socket connection is fitted in the cab storage unit.

FEATURES & BENEFITS
• Better startability in cold conditions
• Reduces engine operating temperature more quickly
• Easy to connect and use
• Inserted directly into the engine block for effective heating

MICROWAVE OVEN FOR FRONT STORAGE
Cook easily in the cab with this microwave oven, placed in the front storage on the passenger side. The installation meets Volvo’s stringent safety standards.

FEATURES & BENEFITS
• A quick way to prepare food
• Four choices of output power
• Durable and safe installation

DASHBOARD STORAGE TRAY IN RUBBER
A convenient way to always have a warm cab climate. Made out of rubber and lies on the dashboard without any need for mounting.

FEATURES & BENEFITS
• Easy to use – just place it on the dashboard
• Tailor-made for perfect size
• A great place to keep small items such as wallet, keys etc.

STORAGE DRAWER IN DIN SLOT WITH PUSHBUTTON LATCH
Handy drawer that can be fitted in an empty DIN slot near the driver’s seat. Can be conveniently opened and shut by just pressing it. The drawer can also be removed entirely.

FEATURES & BENEFITS
• Perfect for storing small items
• Easy to mount
• Designed to match the rest of the interior

STORAGE POCKET IN SWITCH SLOT
Small storage pocket placed in an empty switch slot. Neat storage for putting coins, etc. Made in plastic with a rubber mat, and has a ledge that keeps the items in place.

FEATURES & BENEFITS
• Handy compartment for smaller items
• Rubber mat prevents items from rattling
### Interior

**Storage**

- **Plastic Mat for the Under Bunk Storage Box**
  - Handy plastic mat suited for the small storage box under the bed. Suitable for storage and easy to keep the box clean.
  - **Features & Benefits**
    - Custom made for perfect fit.
    - Easy to remove and shake out.

- **Divider Tray for Under Bunk Storage Box**
  - Divider tray with three sections, designed for the small storage box under the bed. The tray is made of plastic with a soft touch surface.
  - **Features & Benefits**
    - Easy to store and find items.
    - Utilises the storage space more efficiently.

- **Divider for Upper Front Shelf**
  - Handy divider shelf for the upper front storage, making it easier to organise your stuff. Adds an extra interior shelf and a paper pocket in the middle.
  - **Features & Benefits**
    - Makes it easier to keep things in good order.
    - Fits on both driver and passenger side.

- **Safety Box for Valuable Items**
  - Keys, money, credit cards, important papers.
  - This safety box is the perfect place to protect your most valuable items.
  - **Features & Benefits**
    - Less worry for valuable properties.
    - Robust with a metal lid, securely locked with the accompanying key.
    - A bottom insert to prevent damage to stored items.
    - Easy to install, store and use.

- **Cradle Plate for Phone or Tablet**
  - Handy plate for hanging your phone or tablet on the dashboard. By installing two cradles, you can attach your tablet (iPad, Android etc.). Telephone or tablet holder not included.
  - **Features & Benefits**
    - Easily mounted directly on the dashboard.
    - As many as three cradles can be installed.

- **Battery Indicator**
  - The battery indicator shows reliable data on battery status. Sensor outputs include current, voltage, temperature, charging and state of health.
  - **Features & Benefits**
    - Reliable battery charging information.
    - Reduced risk of flat battery.
    - Battery replacement indication.

- **Battery Reconditioner**
  - Prevents sulphation on new batteries. Restores performance on older batteries.
  - **Features & Benefits**
    - Increased uptime.
    - No more sulphated batteries = always quick and safe start power.
    - Eliminates high costs for downtime and failure due to battery problems.

### Communication and Electronics

- **Speakers**
  - Upgrade to multi-speaker audio system – dashboard, doors and rear/sleeper. The speakers are adapted to Volvo’s high acoustic and electrical requirements.
  - **Features & Benefits**
    - Audio customization, enhanced sound quality.
    - Excellent vibration resistance.
    - High moisture resistance.

- **Audio Advanced Upgrade**
  - Upgrade your radio with useful features like MP3, Bluetooth, AUX and USB. The features that can be operated by the audio system’s regular controls, e.g. the steering wheel controls.
  - **Features & Benefits**
    - Play music from iPod, USB memory sticks and other external audio sources.
    - Bluetooth functionality for hands-free mobile device.
    - High audio quality.

- **Antenna for CB Radio**
  - Communication radio antenna mounted on the right hand side of the cab roof. The whip antenna can be tilted to enable adjustment to the vehicle’s maximum height limits.
  - **Features & Benefits**
    - Easy to adapt to maximum vehicle height.
    - Excellent vibration resistance.
    - High moisture resistance.

- **DIN Slot Housing**
  - The DIN slot housing is needed if you want to add accessories, such as push box or a card and coin holder, to one of your DIN slots.
  - **Features & Benefits**
    - Perfect fit.
    - Easy to mount.

- **Extra DIN Slots**
  - Install two extra DIN slots in the middle section above the dashboard and prepare your truck for additional accessories, such as card and coin holder, CB radio or toll collect unit.
  - **Features & Benefits**
    - An easy way to increase the number of storage areas.

- **Battery Indicator**
  - The battery indicator shows reliable data on battery status. Sensor outputs include current, voltage, temperature, charging and state of health.
  - **Features & Benefits**
    - Reliable battery charging information.
    - Reduced risk of flat battery.
    - Battery replacement indication.

- **Battery Reconditioner**
  - Prevents sulphation on new batteries. Restores performance on older batteries.
  - **Features & Benefits**
    - Increased uptime.
    - No more sulphated batteries = always quick and safe start power.
    - Eliminates high costs for downtime and failure due to battery problems.
Communication and Electronics

Load Indicator
The load indicator system allows for full utilization of vehicle capacity without risking overload. Load distribution is specified as separate readings for weights, axle loads and bogie loads. Presentation and operation are available both on the dashboard and in the display of the Work Remote.

Features & Benefits
- Easy to read, operate and understand
- Avoid the risk of overloaded
- Simple calibration
- Upgradable by software parameter - only available on trucks with rear or full air suspension

Engine Idle Shutdown Software
When the engine is left idling for a defined time, for example 5 minutes, the engine switches off to save fuel. The time delay can easily be adjusted. When PTO is being used, the engine idle shutdown function does not operate.

Features & Benefits
- Saves fuel and reduces emissions
- Quick and simple installation

Load Indicator

Telematic Extended Service Platform (TESP)
This software is needed for telematics services and navigation. It adds navigation including four map upgrades within a 5-year period.

Features & Benefits
- Adds navigation system
- Map updates on a regular basis

Electronically Controlled Suspension (ECS): Added Functions
Useful added functions give access to control functions for the air suspension with the Wireless Remote Control (WRC) or programmable switches on the dashboard. Examples of useful add-on functions: inhibit regulation, breaking of one axle, change driving level, different load height levels, etc.

Features & Benefits
- Adapt the vehicle to type of operation
- Better working condition for the driver
- Save fuel by changing the driving height
- Easy operation by the Wireless Remote Control or switches on the dashboard

Telematic Extended Service Platform (TESP)

Telematics Gateway (TGW) Upgrade
This TGW software links your truck to the GSM/GPRS/3G network. It’s a prerequisite for several remote services, such as I-See, Dynafleet and Volvo Action Service On Call. Combine it with the TESP (Telematics Extended Service Platform) to gain access to even more functions.

Features & Benefits
- Prepares the truck for several high-end software features
- Supports remote download from digital tachometer

EEV Emission Upgrade (From Euro 5)
Upgrade your engine from Euro 5 to EEV to gain access to low-emission zones and benefit from any other incentives available on your market.

Features & Benefits
- 33% lower emissions of particulates/soot (PM)
- Stringent limits on hydrocarbons, carbon monoxide and smoke
- Quick and simple installation

Work Remote, Wireless
Remote control for electronically controlled suspension. Five loading levels and three driving levels can be preset and stored. Includes load indicator, engine start/stop, lights control and control of superstructure functions.

Features & Benefits
- Convenient wireless remote control of suspension and loading heights
- Preset loading and driving levels
- Easy to read and operate load distribution
- Wireless remote control of engine, lights, locks, etc.

Map Indicator

EEV Emission Upgrade (From Euro 5)

Engine Idle Shutdown Software

Work Remote, Wireless

Electronically Controlled Suspension (ECS): Added Functions

Telematics Gateway (TGW) Upgrade
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I-SHIFT SOFTWARE PACKAGE: LONG HAUL & FUEL ECONOMY

Adds I-See to the Long Haul & Fuel Economy package, leading to fuel savings of up to 5%.

FEATURES & BENEFITS
• Provides excellent fuel economy
• Contains I-See
• Quick and simple installation

I-SHIFT SOFTWARE PACKAGE: DISTRIBUTION & CONSTRUCTION

Equips I-Shift for fuel-efficient and comfortable long haul operations. Contains the freewheel function I-Roll.

FEATURES & BENEFITS
• Facilitates low-speed manoeuvring
• Quick and simple installation

I-SHIFT SOFTWARE PACKAGE: HEAVY DUTY TRANSPORT

Containing special functions for really heavy transports, this software package makes I-Shift suitable for gross combination weights above 85 tonnes.

FEATURES & BENEFITS
• For gross combination weights above 85 tonnes
• Contains I-Roll
• Quick and simple installation

DRIVER ALERT SUPPORT (DAS)

A camera monitors the lane and road edges to detect signs of inattentive driving. If the driving behaviour shows characteristics of drowsiness or inattention, the driver is alerted by an acoustic signal and a message in the driver information display.

FEATURES & BENEFITS
• Reduces risk for accidents caused by limited driver attention
• Prevents accidents due to tired drivers or drivers that fall asleep. Driver alert support can only be ordered on vehicles that already in operation with Lane Keeping Support LKS

Communication and Electronics
BURGLAR ALARM FOR TRUCK AND TRAILER
Burglar alarm upgrade specially designed for Volvo. Protecting the truck and trailer from break-ins and theft increases the Thatcham rating to 9 stars.

FEATURES & BENEFITS
• Enhanced security for both driver and cargo
• 100 dB (A) siren
• Also includes a deterrent panic alarm
• This upgrade includes alarm for trailer

EXTERIOR VISION CAMERA
Camera with heated lens and protective visor. Connected to the integrated secondary information display (SID-HIGH) it provides excellent visual supervising when reversing. Your truck can either be supplemented with camera 2, 3, or/and 4 or be newly installed with camera 1, 2, 3 or/and 4.

FEATURES & BENEFITS
• Electrically operated visor protects the lens against dirt
• Heated camera prevents fogging and condensation
• Full colour image on the secondary information display (SID-HIGH)
• Improves safety

POWER TAKE-OFF (PTO) RETROFIT/UPGRADE
Volvo has a wide range of power take-offs, both engine and gearbox mounted, to power various kinds of equipment. PTO kits are available for a variety of configurations – type of truck, engine/gearbox and application.

FEATURES & BENEFITS
• Built to fit Volvo engines and transmissions

BODY BUILDER MODULE: ELECTRICAL INTERFACE FOR BODYBUILDERS
Intended for advanced bodybuilding. Simplifies simultaneously use of multiple power take-offs and regulation of the engine via remote control. With the work remote control you can configure menus for Body builders and remote auxiliary BBM switches control.

FEATURES & BENEFITS
• Information directly into the driver display
• Several power take-offs can be operated at the same time
• The engine can be operated by remote control
• Simplifies installation of the superstructure

I-SHIFT OPTION: ENHANCED GEAR SELECTION ADJUSTMENT, INCLUDING KICK-DOWN
Makes I-Shift even easier to operate, especially at low speeds. It also includes the kick-down function for maximum acceleration.

FEATURES & BENEFITS
• Allows better manual gear control
• Kick-down function
• Quick and simple installation

I-SHIFT OPTION: ENHANCED PTO FUNCTIONS
Intelligent functions that provide more possibilities to tailor power take-off operation to the needs of your superstructure.

FEATURES & BENEFITS
• Easy to tailor PTO functions
• Quick and simple installation

I-SHIFT OPTION: ENHANCED PERFORMANCE – BAD ROADS
Includes a multitude of valuable functions for trucks that regularly drive in rough terrain, such as construction or timber trucks.

FEATURES & BENEFITS
• Prepares I-Shift for rough conditions
• Quick and simple installation

FMS GATEWAY/INTERFACE FOR 3RD PARTY SYSTEMS
FMS gateway (interface) for vehicles with non-Volvo fleet management systems, using open FMS standard. No extra control unit needed, it’s integrated in the cab inclut module. Connection to the digital tachograph for download of tachograph data.

FEATURES & BENEFITS
• Facilitates use of non-Volvo fleet management systems
• Allows for one common fleet management system for all vehicles
• Secures the vehicle network from external interference
• Easy installation

COMMUNICATION AND ELECTRONICS

COMMUNICATION AND ELECTRONICS
Recommended extras

HIGH VISIBILITY WARNING VEST
The safety vest makes the driver clearly visible on the roadside. It is made of yellow fluorescent polyester fabric and it features three 50 mm wide reflective strips at the front and back.

FEATURES & BENEFITS
• Enhanced safety – should be available in all vehicles
• Resistant to fuel and oil
• Washable in 40°C

VOLVO ALCOLOCK ACCESSORY KIT
Accurate and integrated electronic breath analyzer. By installing it in your trucks you send a clear message to your customers how seriously you take road safety.

FEATURES & BENEFITS
• Increases traffic safety
• Easy to use
• Very accurate, electro-chemical sensor
• Complete kit, ready to install

EMERGENCY HAMMER IN CAB
Emergency hammer with non-slip grip. Allows driver and passenger to escape from being trapped in the cab by breaking truck windows.

FEATURES & BENEFITS
• A brace protects your hand from injury
• Comes with a bracket for safe attachment

CAB FRESH AIR FILTER
Filter for improving the air quality in the cab. Replaces the existing filter. Filters out pollen, atmospheric dust, soot and smoke dust, reduces bad smells and harmful gases.

FEATURES & BENEFITS
• Suitable for sensitive people
• High filtration rate, removes very small particles
• Good for those who suffer from pollen allergy

ADR TRAILER CONNECTION ADAPTER
In order to meet current legal requirements, the new FH series is adapted to ADR transport with 1 × 5 pin trailer connectors. An adapter must therefore be used when driving with a trailer that is fitted with 2 × 7 pin connectors.

FEATURES & BENEFITS
• Compliant with legal requirements for ADR transports

FIRST Aid CUSHION
All-in-one, useful package for slight and serious injuries: sticking plaster, washing and drying pads, compresses, elastic bandages, respirator mask, gloves, scissors etc.

FEATURES & BENEFITS
• No time wasting in emergency situations
• Complete kit, conveniently packaged
• All items are individually packed and sterile
• Multi-language instructions

SMOKE DETECTOR
The smoke detector sounds an alarm in the event of fire or smoke in the cabin.

FEATURES & BENEFITS
• Can be a lifesaver
• Easy to attach

RED SEAT BELT
Volvo’s red seat belt has the same function as a standard three-point seat belt, but the red colour further emphasises the importance of using it. A good initiative to improve traffic safety.

FEATURES & BENEFITS
• Clearly indicates use of seat belts
• Contributes to improving the company’s safety image

FIRE EXTINGUISHER
The fire extinguisher is an important part of the safety equipment. Extremely reliable, high capacity and withstands temperatures down to –30°C. Also extinguishing fires in electrical systems and brakes.

FEATURES & BENEFITS
• An important safety item
• Mounted by the driver’s seat
• High capacity (2, 2.3 or 3 kg)

REVERSING ALARM
Enhances safety for road users behind a reversing truck. The alarm is connected to the truck’s tail lamp and sounds automatically when the reverse gear is selected.

FEATURES & BENEFITS
• Enhanced safety for other road users
• Activates automatically when reverse is selected
• Easy to fit
• Durable and weatherproof design

EMERGENCY HAMMER IN CAB
Emergency hammer with non-slip grip. Allows driver and passenger to escape from being trapped in the cab by breaking truck windows.

FEATURES & BENEFITS
• A brace protects your hand from injury
• Comes with a bracket for safe attachment

SMOKE DETECTOR
The smoke detector sounds an alarm in the event of fire or smoke in the cabin.

FEATURES & BENEFITS
• Can be a lifesaver
• Easy to attach

CAB FRESH AIR FILTER
Filter for improving the air quality in the cab. Replaces the existing filter. Filters out pollen, atmospheric dust, soot and smoke dust, reduces bad smells and harmful gases.

FEATURES & BENEFITS
• Suitable for sensitive people
• High filtration rate, removes very small particles
• Good for those who suffer from pollen allergy

ADR TRAILER CONNECTION ADAPTER
In order to meet current legal requirements, the new FH series is adapted to ADR transport with 1 × 5 pin trailer connectors. An adapter must therefore be used when driving with a trailer that is fitted with 2 × 7 pin connectors.

FEATURES & BENEFITS
• Compliant with legal requirements for ADR transports

FIRST Aid CUSHION
All-in-one, useful package for slight and serious injuries: sticking plaster, washing and drying pads, compresses, elastic bandages, respirator mask, gloves, scissors etc.

FEATURES & BENEFITS
• No time wasting in emergency situations
• Complete kit, conveniently packaged
• All items are individually packed and sterile
• Multi-language instructions

RED SEAT BELT
Volvo’s red seat belt has the same function as a standard three-point seat belt, but the red colour further emphasises the importance of using it. A good initiative to improve traffic safety.

FEATURES & BENEFITS
• Clearly indicates use of seat belts
• Contributes to improving the company’s safety image

FIRE EXTINGUISHER
The fire extinguisher is an important part of the safety equipment. Extremely reliable, high capacity and withstands temperatures down to –30°C. Also extinguishing fires in electrical systems and brakes.

FEATURES & BENEFITS
• An important safety item
• Mounted by the driver’s seat
• High capacity (2, 2.3 or 3 kg)

REVERSING ALARM
Enhances safety for road users behind a reversing truck. The alarm is connected to the truck’s tail lamp and sounds automatically when the reverse gear is selected.

FEATURES & BENEFITS
• Enhanced safety for other road users
• Activates automatically when reverse is selected
• Easy to fit
• Durable and weatherproof design

HIGH VISIBILITY WARNING VEST
The safety vest makes the driver clearly visible on the roadside. It is made of yellow fluorescent polyester fabric and it features three 50 mm wide reflective strips at the front and back.

FEATURES & BENEFITS
• Enhanced safety – should be available in all vehicles
• Resistant to fuel and oil
• Washable in 40°C

VOLVO ALCOLOCK ACCESSORY KIT
Accurate and integrated electronic breath analyzer. By installing it in your trucks you send a clear message to your customers how seriously you take road safety.

FEATURES & BENEFITS
• Increases traffic safety
• Easy to use
• Very accurate, electro-chemical sensor
• Complete kit, ready to install

EMERGENCY HAMMER IN CAB
Emergency hammer with non-slip grip. Allows driver and passenger to escape from being trapped in the cab by breaking truck windows.

FEATURES & BENEFITS
• A brace protects your hand from injury
• Comes with a bracket for safe attachment

CAB FRESH AIR FILTER
Filter for improving the air quality in the cab. Replaces the existing filter. Filters out pollen, atmospheric dust, soot and smoke dust, reduces bad smells and harmful gases.

FEATURES & BENEFITS
• Suitable for sensitive people
• High filtration rate, removes very small particles
• Good for those who suffer from pollen allergy

ADR TRAILER CONNECTION ADAPTER
In order to meet current legal requirements, the new FH series is adapted to ADR transport with 1 × 5 pin trailer connectors. An adapter must therefore be used when driving with a trailer that is fitted with 2 × 7 pin connectors.

FEATURES & BENEFITS
• Compliant with legal requirements for ADR transports

FIRST Aid CUSHION
All-in-one, useful package for slight and serious injuries: sticking plaster, washing and drying pads, compresses, elastic bandages, respirator mask, gloves, scissors etc.

FEATURES & BENEFITS
• No time wasting in emergency situations
• Complete kit, conveniently packaged
• All items are individually packed and sterile
• Multi-language instructions

RED SEAT BELT
Volvo’s red seat belt has the same function as a standard three-point seat belt, but the red colour further emphasises the importance of using it. A good initiative to improve traffic safety.

FEATURES & BENEFITS
• Clearly indicates use of seat belts
• Contributes to improving the company’s safety image

FIRE EXTINGUISHER
The fire extinguisher is an important part of the safety equipment. Extremely reliable, high capacity and withstands temperatures down to –30°C. Also extinguishing fires in electrical systems and brakes.

FEATURES & BENEFITS
• An important safety item
• Mounted by the driver’s seat
• High capacity (2, 2.3 or 3 kg)

REVERSING ALARM
Enhances safety for road users behind a reversing truck. The alarm is connected to the truck’s tail lamp and sounds automatically when the reverse gear is selected.

FEATURES & BENEFITS
• Enhanced safety for other road users
• Activates automatically when reverse is selected
• Easy to fit
• Durable and weatherproof design